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SKILL LEVEL – EASY

SIZE
About 28 x 30 in. (71 x 76 cm).

MATERIALS
• LION BRAND® BABY SOFT® (Art. #920)  

#178 Teal 2 balls 
• LION BRAND® stitch markers
• LION BRAND® large-eyed blunt needle  

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
Circular knitting needle size 6 (4 mm), 29 in.  
(73.5 cm) long or longer

GAUGE
23 sts + 30 rows = about 4 in. (10 cm) over pattern in Rows 5-24.
BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR GAUGE.

STITCH EXPLANATIONS
LT (Left Twist) Knit 2nd st on left needle through the back loop and leave on left needle. Then knit first st 
on left needle and slip both sts off left needle.  
RT (Right Twist) Knit 2nd st on left needle and leave on left needle. Then knit first st on left needle and 
slip both sts off left needle.  

NOTES
1. Blanket is worked in one piece, back and forth in rows.
2. A circular needle is used to accommodate the number of sts. Work back and forth in rows on 

circular needle as if working with straight needles.
3. First stitch of every row is slipped to create a tidy edge.

BLANKET
Cast on 160 sts loosely.
Rows 1-3: Sl 1 as if to purl, k to end of row.
Row 4: Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, place marker (pm), k to last 4 sts, pm, k4.
Row 5:  Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, slip marker (sm), * k4, p4; rep from * to marker, sm, k4. 
Row 6:  Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, * p4, k4; rep from * to marker, sm, k4. 
Rows 7 and 8: Rep Rows 5 and 6.
Row 9:  Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, * RT, LT, p4; rep from * to marker, sm, k4.  
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Rows 10-14:  Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, k the knit sts and p the purl sts to marker, sm, k4.
Row 15: Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, * p4, k4; rep from * to marker, sm, k4.
Row 16: Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, * k4, p4; rep from * to marker, sm, k4. 
Rows 17 and 18: Rep Rows 15 and 16.
Row 19: Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, * p4, RT, LT; rep from * to marker, sm, k4. 
Rows 20-24: Sl 1 as if to purl, k3, sm, k the knit sts and p the purl sts to marker, sm, k4.
Rep Rows 5-24 for 10 more times. 
Remove markers.
Last 4 Rows: Sl 1 as if to purl, k to end of row.
Bind off loosely.

FINISHING
Weave in ends.

ABBREVIATIONS
beg = begin(ning)
k = knit
p = purl
rep = repeat
sl = slip 
st(s) = stitch(es)

Every effort has been made to produce accurate and complete instructions. We cannot be responsible for 
variance of individual knitters or crocheters, human error, or typographical mistakes.
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